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ABSTRACT: The purpose of this paper is to examine the energy and economic value of used nuclear fuel and
depleted uranium. In the USA these materials are considered to be wastes. As such they are candidates for
permanent disposal. The disposal of these materials in a manner that isolates them from human contact is a
scientific, engineering, economic and political problem. Isolation can be defined requiring no potential human
contact during a stated period of time due to failed containment. The period of isolation is to be in excess of one
million years.
The uranium in the used fuel and the depleted uranium left over from the enrichment process represent about 99.5
percent of the uranium that was removed from the ground by mining uranium ores. If these materials can be
utilized they would not be considered to be wastes. In addition, they would carry a positive economic value. The
value of these materials, based on the energy that can be extracted from the uranium, (the worldwide inventory)
exceeds $100 trillion dollars. (The U.S. 77,000 metric tons is valued at $14 Trillion dollars). Based on this, the
conclusion is that the material is a very valuable resource and definitely is not a waste.
REPROCESSING TECHNOLOGY: The reprocessing technology developed in the IFR program is also
unique. Reprocessing of commercial reactor fuels currently uses a wet chemical process which produces large
volumes of waste. It also separates the plutonium in the used fuel as an independent product leading to
safeguards related concerns.
LOGICAL PATH FORWARD: With current reactor technologies in service, worldwide reasonably assured
uranium ore supply can sustain nuclear fleets for approximately 80 years. 4 Using the considerable value
remaining in existing depleted uranium resources, otherwise discarded, the domestic U.S. nuclear fuel supply
would then be at least 1000 years. When the IFR program was terminated in the 1990’s, the next proposed step
was the construction and operation of a demonstration scale reactor and fuel processing facility, as authorized in
the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Licensing and building such a demonstration is the logical next step. A
corporate entity or entities should be formed that takes title to both the depleted uranium and the available used
fuel. The asset value of these materials would provide a basis for raising the funds required for such a venture
without the need for government funding. The NRC should be charged with licensing the required facilities
with the national laboratories supplying any special assistance to expedite the licensing process. Use of private
funding will allow this to be accomplished with little or no new federal funding obligations.
When does science, engineering, safety and business make more common sense than not in my backyard
politics?
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